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Samsung Electronics today announced the release of the A600, the latest
A Series (A/V) Home Theater Projector with Full High Definition (HD)
1080p performance. The A600 builds on Samsung’s engineering depth
and leverages the image performance and color quality of the acclaimed
A800 and A900 Full HD 1080p "Joe Kane Signature Series" projectors.
The A600 will be available for an Estimated Retail Price (ERP) of
$1,795.

“The A600 is the latest addition to our growing Home Theater line up
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and provides an entry point for savvy consumers and home theater
enthusiasts looking for an affordable solution that does not compromise
picture quality and color performance,” said Doug Albregts, vice
president, Information Technology Division, Samsung Electronics
America Inc. “We continue to execute against our strategy of meeting
the needs of the diverse and growing market segments that rely on
Samsung for compelling, dependable, innovative solutions."

The A600 features rounded edges, a glossy black finish, low operating
noise and weighs less than 13 pounds. With its high bright lamp wattage
at 220 watts, the lamp life can last up to 4,000 hours in eco mode or
3,000 hours in high bright. With a shorter throw ratio, 1.99, the A600
offers the flexibility of being placed on the floor closer to the screen or
mounted on the ceiling.

The A600 has full connectivity and offers popular video capabilities for
Blu-ray™ as well as an input for a PC. With two HDMI and inputs for
component, composite and S-Video, the A600 is functional right out of
the box. For PC connectivity, an analog 15-pin VGA style input is also
available for video streaming off the Web or home presentations.

A600 Home Theater Projector

• DLP optical engine
• 16:9 Aspect Ratio
• 1,000 ANSI Lumens
• 1080p Display
• 3,000:1 Contrast Ratio
• 6 Segment Color Wheel
• (2) HDMI, VGA, Component, S-video, and Composite Video In
• 1.99 Short Throw Lens Ratio

Source: Samsung
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